Easier Artificial Lawns
Fed up of Mowing, Watering or Weeding?
Easier Home Improvements are one of the leading Artificial Lawn installation
specialists in the south coast, installing thousands of square meters of high
grade artificial grass each year.
You could be enjoying your new and realistic looking low maintenance lawn
in just a matter of days from when we begin work. The majority of our grass
installations include a new durable and free draining base system, although
we can lay artificial grass on balconies, patio slabs and decked areas. We can
even arrange shock pads to cushion your grass when its laid over hard
surfaces.
Whether it’s a full new artificial lawn you’re dreaming of or even just an
upgrade from your current artificial grass, let us take care of it! With our
multiple grass choices, efficient installation process and wide range of edging
options, why not get a quote and find out how little this modern, super low
maintenance solution can cost? Alternatively, if you would prefer a quote
for real grass, please let us know and we will be happy to help!

Our Quality Commitment
We combine the best quality UV resistant grass made from recycled materials,
primary non-organic base materials, stainless steel edging and more, together
with our experienced team to create your long lasting artificial lawn. With our
comprehensive guarantee you will have the peace of mind that it will meet
your expectations for many years to come.
All artificial grass we fit comes with a comprehensive 10 year manufacturer
backed guarantee against fading and pile loss. On top of this, all our
workmanship comes with a minimum 12 month guarantee.
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Key Features of Artificial Grass:
● Low Maintenance - no more mowing, watering,
weeding or having turf laid annually
● Hygienic - child, pet friendly and cleaning product
friendly
● Turnkey Service - we carry out your installation
from start to finish, usually within 1-2 days
● Looks Great & Usable All Year Round no yellow discolouration in Summer, no
pests, weeds or moss & no mud in the
winter
● Advanced “S” Blades - no need to fill our
grass with sand or beads, removing the
layer where weeds could grow
● Multi-Directional Blades - for the most
realistic looking artificial lawn!

Easier Artificial Lawn Options
Our Range - Your Choice
Our grass range is made from high quality materials and backed with super
strong matting designed to hold each pile tight. They are all pet and child
friendly, free draining, easy to clean, UV resistant and feature the advanced “S”
blade - meaning that our grasses do not need to be infilled with anything
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Elite

Luxury

● 40mm, dense packed pile
● Springy, multi coloured thatch
● Soft to touch & realistic looking

● 40mm 4 tone realistic look
● Great value - high blades count
● Velvety soft feel, family perfect

Superior

Classic

● 37mm super springy pile
● Multipurpose all rounder
● Great for low traffic areas

● 32mm multi colour pile
● Great value - affordable grass
● Front gardens, high traffic areas

Fancy Something a Little Different?
We have a full range of bright and vibrant coloured
grass on offer. They have a short and neat pile and
like the rest of our grass range comes in 2m or 4m
wide rolls. We even do supply only so if you want to
make a play area for your kids or a snowy winter
scene at Christmas, just get in touch!
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Artificial Lawn Base System
Our 3 Layer Base System
The most suitable system for 80% of our customers and the
most cost effective is our 3 layer system. Perfect for normal
pedestrian traffic and where there is currently either real grass,
shingle or other soft materials inc any broken up decking, slabs
or concreted areas. We start by fully excavating the current
surface and base to a depth of 60-100mm from the final
finished grass level and as always we dispose of all the waste as
standard. Then we start installing our layered system:
1. Geo-Textile Weed Barrier - this helps reduce weeds and
keeps the system together even with ground movement or
animals burrowing underneath.
2. 40-60mm Compacted Limestone Type1/Recycled - when
compacted this provides strength and stability within the
base but also allows water to drain freely through the
system
3. 20mm Levelled Grit Sand - this layer provides cushioning
underfoot and by being grit sand allows water to free drain
through it
In bad draining sub soils we may suggest a deeper excavation
with a 60mm shingle layer installed below our 3 layer system.

Other Base Options
Easier Home Improvements offer multiple systems to help meet the needs of our
customers, why not ask your surveyor about the following when they visit:
Type 3 Alternative to Sand - If you have multiple larger animals in a small garden you
my wish to consider this option. Type 3 isn’t as dense and so it allows urea to drain
faster than our sand layer but it doesn't offer as much cushioning underfoot. This may
also be a better solution if you are on a steep slope to the standard sand layer as it
compacts tighter.
Underlay & Shock Pads - If you are looking to have grass laid directly over a hard
surface like slabs, decking or concrete, using a foam underlay will not only provide
cushioning but can also prolong the life of your grass. Shock pads can be used with
our 3 layer system, they add protection against falls, ideal for children's play areas.

Easier Artificial Lawn Gallery
“Just a Little Snapshot into Our Artificial
Lawn & Landscaping Works”

Quote Tips!

Measure
Me!

● All our grass is secured using long grass pins, we put 3 every
meter around the perimeter to make sure it stays secure
against strong winds and even naughty digging pets!
● All our quotes include your works being carried out by
trained professionals who work for Easier Home
Improvements and not subbies - they always wear logo
uniforms and are covered by our full liability insurance

If your quote says “Join” it means the width of grass is wider than 4m. We use both joining
tape and glue to make sure your join looks the best it can and permanently stays together.
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